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Positivity during gratitude 
discussions is the most 

potent predictor of increased 
relationship satisfaction
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Emotional Experiences in Gratitude and 
Conflict Discussions 
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BACKGROUND
• Emotional exchanges between relationship partners are an 

important determinant of relationship quality
• Research has primarily focused on emotional exchanges 

during conflict, suggesting that negative emotions are a 
stronger predictor of relationship quality than positive ones1

• Recent research highlights the importance of positive 
emotions2 and interactions3  in relationships 

• It is unknown whether positive or negative emotions are most 
predictive of relationship satisfaction in both positive and 
negative contexts

OBJECTIVES
Determine the predictive power of both positive and negative 
emotions on change in relationship quality in both positive 
(gratitude) and negative (conflict) contexts 

METHODS
• Participants: 101 cohabitating couples 

• M age = 28.9; M relationship length = 4.46 years; 107 
women, 92 men, 3 other genders

• Procedure: Turn-taking gratitude and conflict discussions. 
Ratings of emotion after each conversation. Satisfaction at 
beginning and end of lab session (see middle-panel graphic)

• Measures:
• Emotion: Adapted version of the Modified Differential 

Emotions Scale (MDES4) used to examine self-reported 
actor positivity (α=.83-.90) and negativity (α=.79-.88), 
and actor perception of partner’s positivity (α=.88-.90) 
and negativity (α=.79-.86) on 1-7 Likert scale. Intensity 
of observed emotion assessed by trained coders

• Relationship Satisfaction:  “Right now, I think our 
relationship is…” Terrible (1) to Terrific (7)

RESULTS
• Positivity during gratitude was the strongest predictor of 

increase in relationship satisfaction across self-reported actor 
(b=.17, p=.013) and coded actor (b=.36, p=.018) emotions as 
well as actor perceptions of partners’ emotions (b=.18, p=.011) 

• Perceived partner negativity during gratitude predicted 
change in relationship satisfaction when entered as a separate 
predictor (b=-.144, p=.001)

• One’s own positivity during conflict as well as negativity 
during gratitude and conflict did not significantly predict 
change in relationship satisfaction, all ps > .064

LIMITATIONS & FUTURE DIRECTIONS
• Due to a desire to end the lab session on a positive note, the 

conversations were not counterbalanced
• Across contexts, people reported low levels of negativity. 

Future research should attempt to evoke more negativity
• Future research should examine the predictive power of 

dyadic emotional experiences—such as positive and negative 
reciprocity—as well as the behavioral, physiological, and 
linguistic underpinnings of positivity during gratitude 
discussions.  

Figure 2. Effect sizes for coded emotions during dyadic 
interactions predicting change in relationship satisfaction

Figure 1. Effect sizes for self-reported emotions during dyadic 
interactions predicting change in relationship satisfaction
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Figure 3. Effect sizes for perception of partner’s emotions during 
dyadic interactions predicting change in relationship satisfaction 
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Results emphasize the potential importance of capitalizing 
on positive moments in romantic relationships 
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*r = √(t2/(t2 + df))

Coded Actor Emotions
Positivity during gratitude is the strongest predictor of change 
in satisfaction. Positivity during conflict, negativity during 
gratitude & conflict not predictive of satisfaction change 

Actor Perception of Partner’s Emotions: 
Positivity during gratitude is the strongest predictor of change 
in satisfaction. Perceived partner negativity also predictive of 
satisfaction change 

Self-Reported Actor Emotions
Positivity during gratitude is the strongest predictor of change 
in satisfaction. Positivity during conflict, negativity during 
gratitude & conflict not predictive of satisfaction change
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